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I. INTRODUCTION
The nuclear shell model provides one of the most established ways to describe properties of atomic nuclei with low or medium masses. Accurate interpretation of experimental findings using ab initio no-core shell-model calculations without truncations are only feasible for light nuclei, due to the computational limitations. Thus, with increasing number of nucleons the nucleus will be described by a limited number of valence nucleons outside a doubly-magic core. For those calculations a proper description of the single-particle energies and residual nucleon-nucleon interaction, determining the spectroscopic observables of the nuclei is crucial.
The nucleus studied in this work, 26 Na, is part of the sd shell, formed of the three single-particle orbitals 1s 1/2 , 0d 3/2 , and 0d 5/2 for both protons and neutrons outside the doubly-magic core 16 O. These valence orbits provide exclusively positive-parity states for all possible configurations. With respect to the available computing power, shell-model calculations in the sd shell can be done without truncations of the model space. Restricting the residual interaction in the sd shell to two-body forces, a total of 66 parameters are needed to describe the Hamiltonian, i.e., 3 single-particle energies of the valence orbitals and 63 two-body matrix elements for the nucleon-nucleon interaction within these orbits. Therefore, nuclei of the sd shell, ranging from 16 O up to 40 Ca, are ideal test cases for shell-model calculations.
The most common interaction used for shell-model calculations in the sd shell is the empirical "universal" sd interaction Comparison between low-lying experimental level energies of 26 Na (EXP) from the previously investigated 14 C( 14 C,d) 26 Na reaction and theoretical predictions using three different interactions (USD, USDA, USDB). The spins of the ground state and the first excited states are correctly reproduced by both new interactions USDA and USDB.
(USD) [1, 2] . Here the 66 parameters have been obtained by a fit to 447 experimentally deduced ground-state binding energies and energies of excited states. The fit was executed searching for well-determined uncorrelated linear combinations for the parameters of the Hamiltonian. The original USD interaction has been improved recently by applying the same fit procedure to an extended set of 608 experimental energy data points and making use of improved computing power. In this way two new interactions-USDA and USDB-were obtained [3] . The difference between both interactions is the number of linear combinations, which were varied. For the USDA (USDB) interaction 30 (56) fitted linear combinations were included for the parameters of the Hamiltonian. In both cases the remaining parameters were taken from the renormalized G matrix [4] . Hence, the USDA interaction is closer to the values taken from the G matrix whereas the USDB interaction is the best fit to the experimental data available.
The authors of the USDA/B interactions investigated the reproduction of sd shell observables like magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moments, transition strengths, as well as GT transition strengths using the new Hamiltonians [5] . A fit for optimal effective charge and effective g-factor values was performed. For nuclei close to stability it was found that the three Hamiltonians yield similar descriptions. Interestingly most of the observables are insensitive to the orbital contribution of M1 matrix elements, E2 matrix elements, and spectroscopic factors. An exception to this observation are the odd-odd nuclei, 30 P and 34 Cl, therefore a more complete comparison for odd-odd nuclei was suggested. A low-energy Coulomb excitation study of 20 Na provided experimental B(E2) and B(M1) strengths [6] cited to be inconsistent with the USDB calculations. However, different effective charges and effective g factors were used than the values suggested for the USDB interaction [5] .
Thus, the predictive power of the USDA/B interactions awaits further verification for odd-odd cases. Already in the original work of Brown and Richter the isobaric chain A = 26 was used to point out the improvements in the theoretical description of sd shell nuclei [3] . However, experimental data on excited levels with spin assignments for the neutron-rich odd-odd nucleus 26 Na are fairly limited, and the comparison to theory is constrained to the level density and the lowenergy part of the level scheme. Recently more experimental data was obtained by investigating the 14 C( 14 C,d) 26 Na reaction [7] .
Calculations using the USD interaction predicted the spin and parity of the ground state and first excited states to be 1 + and 3 + , respectively. This is in contradiction to the experimentally observed 3 + ground state [8] and a first excited state with 1 + at an energy of 82.5 keV [9] . The inversion is resolved by using the new interactions USDA and USDB, both reproducing a level scheme in agreement with experimental data (cf. Fig. 1 ). Furthermore the USD Hamiltonian predicts four 1 + states which should be observable in the β decay of 26 Ne. Experimentally, only three were observed [10] . Calculations using the new interactions USDA (USDB) result in a B(GT ) value of 0.003 (0.008) for one of the 26 Ne(0 + ) → 26 Na(1 + ) transitions [3] , which is too small for the transition to be observed in experiments up to now. Those differences between calculations using the USD interaction and calculations using the USDA or USDB interactions demonstrate the improvement in the theoretical description of 26 Na. To probe the new interactions further, transition strengths provide an even more sensitive test for the underlying shell structure. This motivated a Coulomb excitation experiment employing a radioactive 26 Na beam.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DATA ANALYSIS
The Coulomb excitation experiment of 26 Na was performed at the REX-ISOLDE facility at CERN [11, 12] . The radioactive 26 Na beam was produced by bombarding an approximately 50-g/cm 2 -thick UC x primary target with 1.4 GeV protons, provided by the CERN PS Booster, at an average proton current of 1.5 μA. Following surface ionization on a hot tungsten surface the produced Na ions were mass separated by the ISOLDE General Purpose Separator. At REX-ISOLDE the ions were first accumulated, cooled, and bunched in a Penning trap before being injected into an electron-beam ion source (EBIS) [13] . In the REXEBIS the ions were charge bred to high charge states. The trap accumulation and charge breeding times were set to 20 and 12 ms, respectively. For postacceleration only ions with A/q = 4.33 (for 26 Na q = 6+) were selected by an A/q separator. The overall efficiency of the trap-EBIS combination amounts to 12.5%. The radioactive beam was post-accelerated by the REX linear accelerator and delivered with a final beam energy of 2.82 MeV/nucleon onto the secondary target inside the highly-efficient MINIBALL setup [14] . The average intensity of the post-accelerated 26 Na beam amounted to 6.4(5) × 10 4 ions/s. During the Coulomb excitation experiment an enriched 104 Pd secondary target with a thickness of 3.6 mg/cm 2 was irradiated for 73 h. Scattered projectile nuclei were detected by an annular 500-μm-thick, double-sided silicon strip detector (DSSSD), consisting of four identical quadrants [14, 15] . Each quadrant comprised 16 annular strips at the front side and 12 pairs of sector strips at the back side for identification and reconstruction of the trajectories of the scattered nuclei. Calibration of all DSSSD segments was performed with an α source and data from elastic scattering of 13 C on the 104 Pd target. The detector covered forward angles between 16.8
• and 53.7
• in the laboratory system. Deexcitation γ rays following Coulomb excitation of projectile and target nuclei were detected by the MINIBALL γ -ray spectrometer. The MINIBALL spectrometer consists of eight triple cluster detectors in close geometry, each containing three sixfold segmented high purity germanium (HPGe) crystals [14, 16] . All MINIBALL detectors were calibrated using 60 Co, 133 Ba, and 152 Eu sources, mounted at target position. The total photo peak efficiency of the array at 1.3 MeV was 8.4(2)% after the add-back procedure was applied, i.e., coincident signals of the three detectors of a MINIBALL cluster were combined. An angle-calibration measurement was performed using Doppler-shifted γ rays after the neutron pick-up reaction 22 Ne(d,p) 23 Ne, to determine all angles of the cluster detectors exactly. The high segmentation of the setup ensured a proper Doppler correction for in-flight γ -ray emission at v/c ∼ 8% by combining the angular information of the γ ray with the direction and velocity of the scattered beam particle that was detected in coincidence. Data of the Coulomb excitation measurements were recorded using prompt particle-γ coincidences, i.e., events with a maximum time difference of typically 1 µs between particle and γ ray were registered.
Since all beam nuclei impinging on the target contribute to Coulomb excitation of the target material, which is used for normalization, it was mandatory to investigate possible beam contaminations carefully and to monitor the exact beam composition during the experiment. The beam composition was determined with the help of an ionization chamber, consisting of a CF 4 filled gas cell and a Si detector in succession for the energy loss and residual energy measurements, respectively. The ionization chamber was mounted downstream after the scattering chamber at the beam-dump position. The total accumulated beam composition of the experiment amounted to 42% for 26 Na, 54% for 13 C, and 4% for other contaminants within a time window of 2.4 s after the proton pulse impact on the primary target. The kinematics of the scattered A = 26 ions can be clearly separated from scattered 13 C or target ions by the measured correlation of particle energy and scattering angle in the DSSSD. To select the prompt Coulomb excitation events and to suppress random coincidences from room background, i.e., β decay and bremsstrahlung, a time window with a width of t p = 250 ns was applied for the time difference between the particle and the γ ray. The prompt Coulomb excitation spectrum is particularly clean of any background transitions after background subtraction with a background time window t r = 1000 ns. All observed γ -ray transitions are due to Coulomb excitation of either A = 26 beam or target nuclei. The experimental method follows the procedures given in Ref. [14, 17] , where additional information can be found.
III. RESULTS
The obtained final γ -ray spectrum is shown in Fig. 2 . Two different Doppler corrections are applied in order to extract the yields both for target and projectile nuclei. Due to the given kinematics, 104 Pd is scattered into an angular range of 70
• -95
• in the laboratory frame and is largely stopped inside the target. Therefore only minimal Doppler correction is needed. For the beam-like particles, the velocity is deduced from the deposited energy in the DSSSD. The determination of the relative angle between the hit segment in the DSSSD and in the MINIBALL array allows an excellent Doppler correction. Three in-flight transitions become visible which are assigned to the known level scheme of 26 Na. Two low-energy γ -ray transitions were not observed (cf. inset of Fig. 2, dashed lines) . The level at 82.5 keV, corresponding to the 1 + → 3 + transition, has a rather long half-life of 9(2) µs [18] . This exceeds by far any of the electronic time-gates and therefore this transition was not detected. The other unobserved transition 2
+ has a known branching ratio of only 16% [7] . Taking the 240 counts from the corresponding Fig. 2(b) ] which is just at the detection limit in the energy range around 324 keV. Transitions from higher-lying states at around 1.5 MeV, known from previous experiments [7, 10] , were not observed.
The observed transitions are fitted and corrected for energydependent γ -ray detection efficiency. Furthermore the target excitation is corrected for excitation coming from beam impurities. The particle gate allows to select the scattering of A = 26 nuclei on 104 Pd, excluding 13 C from the further analysis. The results of the fitted transitions are summarized in Table I .
The coupled channels Coulomb excitation code GOSIA2 [19, 20] was used in order to fit transition matrix elements to the experimental data and known spectroscopic data, i.e., branching and multipole mixing ratios [7] and half-lives [18] . GOSIA2 varies the matrix elements until the experimentally observed yields and other known spectroscopic data points are reproduced, taking into account also multistep excitation, reorientation, and angular distributions. The Coulomb excitation of the well-known target nucleus 104 Pd was used as normalization for the projectile excitation. For the Pd target 14 matrix elements were fitted to one γ -ray yield and 14 matrix elements known from various previous experiments [21] . For the projectile there are 13 relevant matrix elements and 10 data points, i.e., three γ -ray yields, one lifetime [18] , two branching ratios and four multipole mixing ratios [7] . This makes a careful distinction between the impacts of the different parameters crucial. Effects of the magnetic dipole moment (M1 diagonal matrix element) can be neglected for this type of Coulomb excitation experiments. The electric quadrupole moment (E2 diagonal matrix element) can have a significant impact on the yields. This diagonal matrix element was investigated by a χ 2 hyper-surface scan, where the χ 2 was plotted in dependence of the diagonal matrix element and the matrix element for the corresponding ground-state transition. However, no effect on the χ 2 value for different diagonal matrix elements was observed. Thus, the quadrupole moments of the ground state and both observed 2 + states were neglected. Consistent results were obtained by an additional calculation constrained to experimental values for both diagonal matrix elements given in Ref. [22, 23] . The transition from the first excited state to the ground state has not been observed; the diagonal matrix element of the 3 + state cannot be inferred. At this point a reduced set of nine parameters has to be fitted. In order to account for the effects of the poorly determined multipole mixing ratios, two separate fits were performed: First pure E2 transitions were assumed. The reduced transition probabilities for this calculation are 12.48 (88.11, 3.78) W.u. for the 2
The second fit uses the experimental multipole mixing ratios from Ref. [7] , i.e., δ = −0.32(14) (0.16(7), − 0.25 (12) ) for the 2
The results from the second fit are summarized in Table II . The comparison of both fits shows only small deviations of the E2 transition strengths, connecting excited states with the ground state. This demonstrates that those matrix elements can be determined quite precisely, as the Coulomb excitation, i.e., the level population after the reaction, strongly depends on these matrix elements. However, the unreasonably large matrix element of the B(E2; 2 + 1 → 1 + ) transition in the first fit without multipole mixing ratios implies that for the other transitions the multipole mixing ratios are relevant. Therefore fits under the assumption of pure E2 transitions are not further investigated and, for all fits described in the following, the multipole mixing ratios from Ref. [7] are used. Hence, the precision of the B(E2; 2 + 1 → 1 + ) and all B(M1) is dominated by the errors of the multipole mixing ratios.
The method described in Ref. [25] was applied in order to extract values for the matrix elements and the associated uncertainties. One matrix element f ||T (πλ)|| i is fixed while all other matrix elements can be freely varied during the minimization by GOSIA2. Then the fixed matrix element is varied stepwise and the minimization process is repeated. For each iteration, χ 2 is plotted as function of f ||T (πλ)|| i . The value for the matrix element is then found at the minima χ 2 min and the 1σ -confidence interval is given by f ||T (πλ)|| i χ 2 min + 1. The plots for all matrix elements are shown in Fig. 3 . All graphs show a clear minimum. As the plots are the result of a highly correlated nonlinear minimization process, one has to deal with the appearance of scattered spurious points [cf. Figs. 3(b), 3(d) , and 3(f)]. These points are due to numerical effects or a premature termination of the minimization. However, the overall quality of the plots is barely affected by those points. Approximate linearity in the neighborhood of the minimum is necessary for the method to hold [25] . This condition is perturbed if the matrix element approaches singularity in the multipole mixing ratio at f ||M1|| i = 0. In this case the χ 2 is growing rapidly, which leads to an underestimation of the error. Nevertheless, especially for the most relevant matrix elements 2 
IV. DISCUSSION
Coulomb excitation below the Coulomb barrier is dominated by E2 excitations. Therefore, E2 matrix elements connecting excited states and the ground state can be obtained quite precisely from the measured γ -ray yields. In contrast the determination of E2 and M1 matrix elements of transitions between excited states strongly depends on the precision of experimentally deduced branching ratios and multipole mixing ratios. Therefore, the following discussion is mainly focused on the E2 ground-state transitions.
The (2) μ N from Ref. [23] . For the electric quadrupole moment Q s the agreement between experiment and calculations using the recent USDA/B interactions is improved with respect to the USD interaction. The USD (USDA, USDB) interaction values for the quadrupole moment Q s = −11.27 mb (−5.22 mb, −4.88 mb) compare to the experimental value of Q s = −5,3(2) mb [22] . Together with the inverse spin order of the ground (3 + ) and first excited (1 + ) state, predicted by the USD interaction, the new results clearly point to the fact that the USD interaction does not reproduce the observed nuclear properties of 26 Na. Calculations using the new USDA and USDB interactions show a significant improvement in reproducing the experimental data.
V. SUMMARY
Shell-model calculations in the sd shell were recently improved by the two new interactions USDA/USDB and first experimental justification was obtained by comparison to known experimental results for nuclei along the isobaric A = 26 chain [3] . A complementary test is provided by comparison with new transition strength values for the unstable odd-odd isotope 26 Na, obtained from a Coulomb excitation experiment presented in this work. γ -ray transitions from two of the first three excited states were analyzed and six B(πλ) values are compared to theoretical values. The B(E2) values for the transitions from the first two excited 2 + states into the 3 + ground state are determined with good accuracy. These results clearly show a better agreement between experiment and the new USDA and USDB description and disfavor the use of the older USD interaction. A clear distinction between USDA and USDB based on the transition strengths is not possible; both interactions provide results of similar magnitude. However, together with the values for the excitation energies of the low-lying states the USDA description of 26 Na is closer to the known experimental findings.
For a more complete comparison, also other transition strength values should be taken into account. At the moment, however, the experimental values depend crucially on branching ratios and multipole mixing ratios which are not precisely determined, motivating future experiments.
